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About This Content

Fly through the Grand Canyon and over the iconic Vegas strip in US Cities X: Las Vegas for FSX: Steam Edition. Located in
the middle of the Nevada desert, Las Vegas is characterized by low buildings with a concentration of high-rise hotels and

casinos along one central strip.

US Cities X: Las Vegas includes more than just the famous downtown area. Other fascinating areas around the city are included
such as the majestic Grand Canyon and the mysterious Area 51 where rumours of flying saucers run wild. There is a whole lot
to explore in this VFR scenery pack, with all major buildings and landmarks plus all airports and heliports within the scenery

area. US Cities X: Las Vegas also includes a scenery density configuration tool accessible via the Steam Tools menu.

Features:

More than 3,930 major buildings included

Billboards and customized palm trees along "The Strip"

Full night textures included

Area 51 and Grand Canyon areas included

High resolution mesh terrain
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Major airports in and around the city are covered with high res ground images with customized mesh terrain (no new
building structures added) including McCarran Int’l, North Las Vegas, Henderson Executive, Yucca Airstrip, and more.

Enhanced terrain of Yucca valley and all the surrounding salt lakes based on Landsat imagery

Las Vegas Speedway Heliport

Highway traffic sound effects

Traffic on most major roads

Scenery density configuration tool, accessible from the Tools menu in your Steam library.
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I don't care about LEGO, and I've never really cared about their games.

With that being said, I am really glad I've purchased this one. The nice thing about LEGO games in general is that they are
usually competently made casual action platformers with big emphasis on collecting stuff, and if you love whatever they're
based off (and I love Indiana Jones trilogy), as far as I'm concerned, these games are for everyone.

The game is nicely put together and entertaining, with silly interpretations of each movie from the original trilogy that are
humorous and can be creative beyond original script - and fortunately, it's silent, the characters don't talk and don't use annoying
grunts taken from the movies themselves like later LEGO games. It's one of the oldest games from the series, so it has it shares
of issues - it's kinda clunky and unpolished (especially the dumb companion AI) compared to newer ones (I'm basing this
primarily on comparisons with Jurassic Park games, that's the only one I've really played before Indy), but as far as I am
concerned, there was a real passion behind this game.

The real issue is the technical state of the game, turning v-sync on is a must for jumping to work on Windows 10, and some
people won't run it at all. If you can overcome those issues however, it's a classic with a lot of creativity behind. The
replayability is high, and there is even some bonus content to enjoy if you complete everything. This is a good stuff.. Sorry, just
this is sad that they're still trying to milk money out of a game thats been around for so long. I mean in Wakfu, they did amazing
ideas for pay to play that didn't screw over the free to play players. They did:

- You can't vote for the election of your Nation
- You don't have access to the newest update (1 month delay before you can)
- You can't transfert item from one of your character to another (You can use your friend/guild/alt to help you so it's just a
facility you don't have)

All on wakfu, so there was no level cap and the newest updates would come to free 2 play after a month of it being out, so they
could still explore. Please take a hint of what you did with your last game Ankama and do it with this one, since I love the ui and
how this game is setup. However, I'm not gonna play something that I have to sink money I don't really have into.. If you are
looking to scratch that roguelike itch you can't go wrong with this game. A wonderful twist on the concept.. Reminds me of my
younger days........ love em and great model.... This is actually value for money. This add-on\/DLC pack contains ~15 cars each
with 5 or 6 skins on average in 3 classes, each with their own championship as well as 3 tracks, all at the Nurburgring in
Germany (The Grand Prix layout (~5km), the Nordschliefe layout a.k.a. The Green Hell(~20km) and the Endurance layout
which uses half of the GP layout and the Nordschliefe layout(~25km)). The cars are very fun to drive but can be difficult at
times, while you will almost definately crash if you attempt one of the longer layouts of the Nurburgring but it improves the
game massively (in my opinion). A small extra little thing is the is a slightly different UI which is almost the same but in black
and red. As with other add-on\/DLC packs this is only accessible by launching the GTR Evo program instead of the Race 07
program(which uses the standard white and blue). If you have a few quid burning in your pocket, I would highly recommend
this Add-on\/DLC Pack. PS - please ignore the short amount of time it appears I have used this DLC\/add-on pack, this is a
glitch which means that only a few seconds in recorded as GTR Evo, which the rest recorded as RACE 07.. A nice little set of
quizz for learning worldwide geography basics, in some fun challenge.
Undoubtedly this will enhance your general culture knowledge.

I would have appreciated however more reactivity from the authors, to take into account the issues submitted, and publish or at
least forecast some new updates.
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This is the most beautiful game to ever grace the human race, and it is a piece of art that all sentient beings should be allowed to
experience and appreciate. 1/10. positive:
I like those alpha versions, because i like to explore by myself the handling. no need of manuals. But the game has also a nice
tutorial mode if you really need it.
The standardkeybinding is a bit tricky. But after a couple of hours this is fine too.
There are several minor bugs, but the developer is fixing those fast.
Also this "create mode" where you can prebuild your won constructions, is a cool idea.
thumbs up for this nice early access game.

negative:
cant finish all achievments because i'm to stupid to hunt wolves and bears; they always stronger then me equal which weapon i
use. Also headshots with a bow does not work.. This game made me cry.. >Buys addon, hyped to play Broadcast
>No Games Found

10\/10

But really though, if you own MWR I really suggest you buy this as the maps are some of the best from the COD franchise.. A
difficult short game where you shoot monsters and move on to next level. 9/10 great memes.. Playing through on easy or
medium is fun while still having charm, but playing through on hard can be a bit overbearing at times, getting quickly reptitive
and agitating.. forgettable characters. Cute skin, plus I love seeing Aylas wearing this while steam rolling new players while they
say shes op and broken because they don't know how to WASD

10\/10. Totally worth it.. I think the only problem in this game is the lack of players. The community is still growing which is
why you should play this game even more. The rating of this game from 1 to 10 is:

Overall: 8/10
Gameplay: 9/10

My opinion: It's like dark souls but with gladiators in it.... :p
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